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Small-polaron hopping conduction in bilayer manganite La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7
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We report anisotropic resistivity measurements on a La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 single crystal over a temperatureT
range from 2 to 400 K and in magnetic-fieldsH up to 14 T. ForT>218 K, the temperature dependence of the
zero-field in-plane resistivityrab(T) obeys the adiabatic small polaron hopping mechanism, while the out-of-
plane resistivityrc(T) can be ascribed by an Arrhenius law with the same activation energy. Considering the
magnetic character of the polarons and the close correlation between resistivity and magnetization, we devel-
oped a model which allows the determination ofrab,c(H,T). The excellent agreement of the calculations with
the measurements indicates that small polarons play an essential role in the electrical transport properties in the
paramagnetic phase of bilayer manganites.
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Elucidating the nature of the paramagnetic-insulating s
is crucial to understand the correlation between the electr
transport and magnetic properties of 3d transition-metal
manganese oxides. Most previous studies of the manga
perovskites R12xAxMnO3 films (R5rare-earth ion and
A5divalent ion! reveal that the high-temperature resistiv
follows the adiabatic small polaron transport.1,2 The effect of
an applied magnetic-fieldH on the resistivity and therma
expansion above the Curie temperatureTC indicates that the
polarons have magnetic character.3 The existence of polaron
in the paramagnetic phase of bilayer mangan
La222xSr112xMn2O7 (x50.4) has been supported by me
surements of Raman spectra,4 x ray, and neutron scattering5

optical conductivity spectra,6,7 and thermoelectric power.8

However, there are no magnetotransport measurements
support the presence of polarons in the paramagnetic sta
these materials.

Recently, bilayer manganites La222xSr112xMn2O7 have
attracted considerable attention since:~i! the physical prop-
erties along theab plane andc axis are strongly anisotropic
which should yield important insight into the colossal ma
netoresistance~CMR! effect, ~ii ! they can be viewed as a
infinite array of ferromagnetic metal~FM! - insulator ~I! -
FM junctions,9 ~iii ! both the in-plane and out-of-plane ma
netoresistivities are sensitive to even small magnetic field10

pointing to their possible device applications,~iv! they dis-
play a rich magnetic phase diagram that depends strongl
the doping levelx,11 and ~v! they are good candidates fo
systematic investigations of the electrical resistivity in t
paramagnetic regime over a broad temperatureT range due
to their relative lowTC compared to the manganite perov
kites.

The understanding of electrical transport in the param
netic state and in the presence of an applied magnetic fi
and of the enhanced CMR effect in bilayer mangani
0163-1829/2003/67~9!/094426~4!/$20.00 67 0944
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is still incomplete and challenging. The resistivity
semiconducting-like in the high-T paramagnetic state. O
cooling, it reaches a maximum followed by a metallic beha
ior. When an external magnetic field is applied, this met
insulator transition shifts to higher temperatures, the fer
magnetic transition broadens significantly, and a la
reduction of electrical resistivity appears. It is highly des
able to understand the mechanism responsible for this ch
dissipation and to develop a quantitative description of th
behaviors. This is also essential to the understanding of
microscopic origin for the CMR effect.

In this paper we address the above issues through ma
totransport measurements in a La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 single crys-
tal. Our data show that adiabatic small polaron hopp
dominates the electrical transport of this bilayer mangan
Specifically, all the main characteristics of charge transp
i.e., theT and H dependence of both in-planerab and out-
of-plane rc resistivities, the resistivity cusp, its shift t
higherT with increasingH, and the decrease of the resistivi
with increasingH, are extremely well reproduced by ou
analysis based on the small polaron hopping, the existenc
ferromagnetic clusters in the paramagnetic phase, and
close correlation between the resistivity and magnetizatio

Single crystals of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 were melt grown in a
floating-zone optical image furnace in flowing oxygen. T
crystal used here was cleaved from a boule that was grow
a rate of 4 mm/h and had the lowest impurity pha
content.12 We used a multiterminal lead configuration13 for
the simultaneous measurement ofrab and rc on the same
single crystal, over a temperature range from 2 to 400 K a
magnetic fields up to 14 T applied along theab planes. The
electrical current was always applied along one of the cry
faces, while the top and bottom face voltages were meas
simultaneously.

Figure 1 showsrab(T) andrc(T) measured in zero field
and in several magnetic fields up to 14 T. The trends f
©2003 The American Physical Society26-1
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lowed by these data are in good agreement with previ
reports,10 though our single crystal has lower resistivitie
The metal-insulator transition temperatureTMI5130 K is
found to be slightly higher thanTC5125 K.12 We also found
that TMI

ab .TMI
c in the magnetic fields studied. Bothrab and

rc decrease with increasingH, the cusp becomes less pr
nounced, andTMI shifts to higher temperatures. Recently, w
found that bothrab andrc follow a T9/2 dependence in the
metallic regime (50 K<T<110 K) and that both in-plane
sab and out-of-planesc conductivities obey aT1/2 depen-
dence at even lowerT (T,50 K). These results are consi
tent with two-magnon scattering and weak localization
fect, respectively.14

The resistivity as a result of hopping of adiabatic sm
polarons is given by15

r5CT expS EA

kBTD . ~1!

HereEA is the activation energy andkB is Boltzmann’s con-
stant. In the adiabatic limit, the electron motion is assum
to be much faster than the ionic motion of the lattice. In t
approximation that all correlations except on-site Coulo
repulsion are ignored, one can express the prefactorC as1,16

C5
kBV

x~12x!e2a2n
. ~2!

Above, V is the unit-cell volume,x is the fraction concen-
tration of occupied sites,a is the site to site hopping distanc
andn is the frequency of the longitudinal optical phonons

FIG. 1. In-planerab and out-of-planerc resistivities as a func-
tion of temperatureT of a La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 single crystal for various
magnetic fields.
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To examine the polaronic nature of the high-temperat
resistivity of La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7, we plot zero-field ln(rab/T) vs
1000/T for T>140 K in Fig. 2. The adiabatic polaron mod
of Eq. ~1! gives a convincing fit to the in-plane resistivit
data for T>218 K, with a zero-field activation energyEA

0

593.8 meV and a prefactorC52.031026 V cm/K. The
fact that Eq. ~1! is valid for T.QD/2 indicates that the
Debye-temperatureQD'430 K in the present bilayer com
pound. Indeed, recent specific-heat measurements
shown thatQD5425 K in this compound.17 We note that the
activation energyEA

0 of 93.8 meV determined from the
above resistivity data is much larger than 18 meV determi
from thermoelectric power measurements.18 This large dif-
ference indicates that conventional band theory does not
cur aboveTC and is a characteristic signature of polaron
transport.

We estimate a characteristic frequencyn52.24
31014 Hz for La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 by using Eq.~2! with the ex-
perimentally determined prefactorC, the doping level
x50.4, and the lattice parametersa53.8731028 cm
and c52.031027 cm taken from neutron-diffraction
measurements.19 This value ofn is in good agreement with
the phonon peak frequency in optical conductivity spectra6,7

providing strong evidence for small polaronic transport
the ab plane of bilayer manganites.

Figure 2 shows also the plot of the resistive anisotro
rc /rab vs 1000/T for La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 for T>140 K and
zero field. Note that, for 150<T<400 K, there is the follow-
ing relationship between resistivities measured in zero fie
g[rc /rab5A1B/T, with A5214.8 and B52.63
3104 K. Since rab(T) is well described by Eq.~1! for T
>218 K, it follows thatrc(T) is described by an Arrhenius
type behavior with the same activation energyEA asrab(T),
if the preexponential factorg is taken into account. Hence

rc5CgT expS EA

kBTD . ~3!

In the case of magnetic polarons, there is a magnetic
change contribution to the activation energy. In the prese
of a magnetic field, the activation energy in Eqs.~1! and~3!
has to be replaced by

FIG. 2. Plot of ln(rab /T) and resistive anisotropyrc /rab , mea-
sured in zero field, vs 1000/T for a La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 single crystal.
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EA5EA
0~12^cosu i j &!, ~4!

whereu i j is the angle between the spins of the two Mn i
cores between which theeg electron hops. If the azimutha
angle f i is randomly distributed and ifu i , the angle the
spins make with the applied field, is uncorrelated, then,
averaging overf i , it can be shown that̂cosuij&5^cosui&

2.20

The local magnetizationM can also be expressed as a fun
tion of u i , i.e., M5Ms^cosui&, whereMs is the saturation
magnetization. Then, Eq.~4! becomes

EA5EA
0F12S M

Ms
D 2G . ~5!

This equation shows that the magnetic field affects the a
vation energy through the magnetization. At present, ther
no agreement on the proposed theories regarding the m
netic properties of manganites. It has been shown20–22 that
the Brillouin functionBs(l) provides a quantitative descrip
tion of the reduced magnetizationM /Ms observed experi-
mentally. It is, therefore, reasonable to takeM /Ms.Bs(l)
with

Bs~l!5
2S11

2S
cothS 2S11

2S
l D2

1

2S
cothS 1

2S
l D . ~6!

Here S is the average spin, which varies with doping asS
53/21(12x)/2, andl is the exchange coefficient. We us
an empirical model22 to determine the magnetic field an
temperature dependence of magnetization via the s
consistent equation

l5
mH

kBT
13

S

S11

Tc

T

M

Ms
, ~7!

where the effective magnetic-momentm/mB5gS, with mB
being the Bohr magneton andg the gyromagnetic ratio.

We note that, when using the mean-field expression
M /Ms to analyze their measured magnetization data
pseudocubic manganese-oxide perovskites, Sunet al.23

found thatm/mB5gS should be replaced bym/mB5DgS,
whereD is the mean number of spins per cluster. The fer
magnetic character in the paramagnetic phase
La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 has already been revealed by magnetizat
measurements12,24and other experiments.25 Moreover, it was
suggested3 that the number of spins per cluster correla
with the magnetic correlation lengthj, which increases
slightly with decreasing temperature from the hig
temperature paramagnetic side and suddenly diverge
TC .3,26Thus, the temperature dependence ofD should reflect
this behavior. We determined theD(T) values from the iso-
thermal rab(H) curves. The temperature dependence
D(T) can be expressed asD52.71223/2csch3/2@(T
2Tc)/320#, which is shown in the inset to Fig. 3~a!.

We calculated theT and H dependences ofEA and rab
from Eqs. ~5!–~7! and Eq.~1!, respectively.rc(T,H) was
then determined from the experimentally measured ani
09442
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ropy g(T,H) and the already calculatedrab(T,H). These
results for magnetic fields of 1, 3, 6, 10, and 14 T are sho
in Figs. 3~a!–3~c! along with the experimental data of th
resistivities for comparison. In these calculations, we to
g52, S51.8 ~valid for x50.4), TC5125 K, EA

0

593.8 meV, andC52.031026 V cm/K. There is an excel-
lent agreement between the calculated and experimenta
sults in the paramagnetic state.

As Fig. 3~a! shows,EA decreases slowly with decreasin
T and suddenly drops nearTMI . This characteristic behavio
is responsible for the resistivity cusp shown in Figs. 3~b! and
3~c!. With increasing magnetic field,EA is suppressed and it
onset shifts systematically to high temperatures. This is
origin of the decrease of the resistivity as well as the shift
the resistivity cusp to higherT with increasingH.

In summary, the small polaron model and the existence
ferromagnetic clusters in the paramagnetic phase reprod
extremely well theT andH dependence ofrab,c for bilayer
manganite La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7. Moreover, the present mode
also accounts for the resistivity cusp, its shift to higherT
with increasingH, and the decrease of the resistivity wi

FIG. 3. TemperatureT dependence of~a! the activation energy
EA , and calculated~solid lines! and measured~open circles! ~b!
normalized in-plane resistivityrab and~c! normalized out-of-plane
resistivity rc in a La1.2Sr1.8Mn2O7 single crystal for various
magnetic-fieldsH. Inset, plot of mean number of spins per clust
D vs T.
6-3
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increasingH. Hence, this work provides direct evidence
the presence of adiabatic small polarons in bilayer mang
ites and their essential role in both the electrical transp
and the CMR effect.
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